TSRL Managers Meeting Minutes
January 29, 2017
Opened @ 2:00pm
Board in attendance:

Carl E., Rick F., Jennifer K., Eric B., Greg A, Linda H., Brian W.

Teams Represented: All Nations, Addicts, Black Sox, CCDC, Crazy 8’s, Defects, Drama Free, Brides
to Change, HEAT, HOW, Khaos, Misfits, Neighborhood Watch, Never Enough, Not Saints, One
Disease, OxStars, PAHC, PRIDE, R.B.I., Solutions, Step 12, Straight Outta VOA, Traditions,
Unloaded, Usual Suspects, Vigilance, VOA (In-house), ECA’s, Exchange Recovery
30/31 teams
Teams Absent:

1 Promise

Old Business:
Treasurer report $16,261.96; Spent $9,544; Paid for rainout line and trailer; Seattle reimbursement and
purchased balls and PO Box in Clackamas
Collected money, rosters and paperwork- No roster today no PACNA tournament
Money and final roster due at February Managers meeting on February 26th

New Teams:
Ryan A – OTR; first year team last year and treatment team; came to first meeting but not second one
and gave up spot due to lack of communication with treatment facility. Have money and roster today if
get in
Jim R- Avengers; no representation at any meetings and cannot compete with treatment team. Have
roster and team that wants to play but nothing else.
27 for OTR; 0 for Avengers; 1 abstain
New Business:
Ryan A- PACNA link on TSRL page to take to PACNA page where teams can pay for tournament by
pay pal. Will let secretary know when it is ready so she can let teams know, should be Wednesday.
Discussion:
Greg A- thoughts of Rules and ethics committee possibly UA people in the league with the rumors or
gossip of people getting loaded
Josh L- against the idea of being policed; bring it to the coach manager

Brian C- carry UA’s in car and will ask his own team if suspicion and has; against the idea
Johnny- thought we have an honor system and it is up to the coach/manager to address with their
players
Gary- approach the coach/manager to address
Jenn- what if it is the coach/manager; would be willing to have team do UA, would feel like shit if
someone get seriously hurt by a person who was loaded on my team
Tim- it is the job of coach/manager- rules and ethics can approach coach/manager
Some treatment teams carry UA’s for their teams and are willing to share if others needed them. It is
up to the coach/manager to address
Louie- I have confronted suspicious person with other teammates present and they have come clean.
Josh V- Rule #5 in TSRL rules
Sean motion to close; Brian 2nd
Closed @ 2:30 pm

